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‘We consider the act of observing as akin to design,’ say Ricardo 
Flores and Eva Prats of Spanish firm Flores & Prats Arquitectes. 
‘For an architect, drawing while looking is an intense practice that 
questions reality. It is a way of seeing how reality is articulated. 
We also sketch for research, and use drawing as a way of thinking, 
making thoughts visible. These thoughts can then be critiqued  
to progress the design. In later stages, drawing is used to get into 
the building process, and later to register what has been built.’

The duo established their studio in 1998, after winning a 
competition for designing a masterplan for the renovation of the 
historic quarter of Vilanova i la Geltrú. They have served as visiting 
professors at universities in Spain, Argentina, Italy, Denmark, 
Norway, the US, UK and Australia, and are currently associate 
professors in design at the Barcelona School of Architecture. 

‘Regarding the education of young architects, what interests 
us is the instilling of confidence in drawing as a way of thinking,’ 
Flores and Prats note. ‘We draw with our students to observe 
old cartographies and the reality of the street; to document 
and exchange information. Drawing by hand is a language we use 
throughout the course. It works for us in terms of communication, 
and to have classroom sessions where one can clearly see what 
is happening – large sheets of paper are more public than any 
computer screen. We have discovered that students prefer to 
think with a pencil on paper. We accompany them in the process 
of thinking, to reflect and propose, each one with his or her own 
rhythm and attitude.’
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Featured project: Casal Balaguer [pp. 90–7]
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